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6

Abstract7

By using the method of qualitative analysis, including comparison, and by analyzing some8

typical examples, this paper discusses and proves Xu?s principle of creative translation and9

that of excellence, focusing on the feasibility of his three-beauty principle: beauty in meaning,10

in sound, and in form. The typical examples are analyzed in detail, mainly from the11

perspective of prosody. Besides, by employing the deductive approach, the paper explores and12

explains Xu?s findings through his translation of classical literature. In addition, the paper13

emphasizes that the principle of creative translationand that of excellence and thethree-beauty14

criterion are closely associated withone another.The former two help to ensure the15

implementation of the three-beauty standard. Finally, the paper states that they are all16

proved to be objective, scientific, practical, and widely applicable.17

18

Index terms— creative translation; excellence; three-beauty principle; feasibility; xu?s findings.19

1 Introduction20

Author: (1980-) earned her PHD in 2016. She now works at Shanghai Normal Uni versity as an associ ate21
professor. Her research focuses on comparative linguistics and translation studies. e-mail: aileen@shnu.edu.cn22
Xu introduces the three-beauty-concept to translation theory: the idea that a translation should be as beautiful23
as the original in three ways: 1) semantically (the deeper meaning); 2) phonol ogically (the style like rhyme24
and rhythm); 3) logically (amongst others: length) (Chan ??inwai , 2009:216). According to ??ao (2010:84), Xu25
advocates that the versions of poems should combine visual-and-aural beauty and that they should reproduce26
the integration of pictorial composition and musical arrangement. So far, in China, there are as many as27
1417 academic papers and theses that explore and prove Xu’s translation thoughts and translation theory from28
different perspectives. Many of them are MA theses, and quite a number of them verify the feasibility of Xu’s29
three-beauty principle for translation of poetry. Tao Yemao and Zhang Zhen (2018: 68-73) do research into the30
achievement degree of Xu’s translation of rofessor Xu Yuanchong(???)(1921-) (hereafter shortened as Xu) was31
born in Nanchang, the capital of Jiangxi Pr ovince in China. He pur sued his early studies in South-West China32
Associated University ? 1. Upon gr aduation, he worked as an interpreter for US air unit volunteers who flew to33
China to help fight against the Japanese invaders. Later on, he received further education at Paris University.34
Then, he worked at several universities in China, such as Beijing Foreign Languages University and Beijing35
University. He has been a professor at Peking University since 1983. He is well-known as the first man to have36
translated classical Chinese literature, including classical Chinese poems, into English verses and rendered some37
into French verses. British publishing company Penguin published Xu’s 300 China’s Immortal Poems ??2014),38
which circulated in Britain, USA, Canada, Australia, and other countries. That was the first time that the39
publishing company had published a book of versions of Chinese poems. Apart from translating classical Chinese40
literature, esp . poetry into foreign languages, Xu has also translated many British and French classics into41
Chinese (from Wikipedia). He favors the strategy of d omestication in his versions (2010:84).42
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4 XU’S PRINCIPLE OF CREATIVE TRANSLATION AND THAT OF
EXCELLENCE
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For scores of years, Xu has applied himself wholeheartedly to literary translation, mostly from Chinese into44
English, so that the world has acquired some knowledge of the exqui site quality of p oems in the Tang Dynasty,45
verses in the Song Dynasty, and songs & dramas in the Yuan Dynasty, as well as of the profound meaning of46
the Classic of Poetry and the S ongs of the South. Up to now, he has translated and published 120 classical47
Chinese works into English and some into French and vice versa. Through plenty of practice for 60 years, he has48
summarized his translation thoughts and translation theory, which are discussed and proved in his 121 academic49
papers and newspaper articles and which have formed a reasonable theoretical translation system. In 1999,50
he was nominated as a candidate for Nobel Prize in literature. He was honored with the title of ”Outstanding51
Literary Translator” by the International Translators Federation. In 2010, he was awarded ”Lifetime Achievement52
Prize for Translation of Culture” by the Chinese Translators Association. In 2020, some Chinese professors have53
recommended Xu again as a candidate for Nobel Prize in literature. Xu Yuanchong is the oldest and most54
respected translator and translation theorist in PRC. His principle of creative translation and that of excellence,55
esp. his three-beauty principle for translation of p oetry with metrical meter, and his translated works are studied56
by numerous scholars in China, who take his theory as their guide to action.57

”Peach Bl ossoms in the Temple of Great Forest.” They analyze Xu’s version from the perspective of the58
threebeauty principle and survey it by sending 200 questionnaires to foreigners in the west who are requested59
to answer some questions about their understanding of Xu’s version. They find out that ”beauty in sound”60
and ”beauty in form” have been accepted by most ordinary international readers, but, ”beauty in meaning”61
has not been understood by them. The two authors give two reasons for the feedback and propose suggestions62
for improving ”beauty in meaning” of the version. Ma Xiaoyan and Yan Changhong (2015:33-35) compare Xu’s63
version of a famous p oem in the Tang Dynasty with three other versions from the perspective of the three-beauty64
criterion. After detailed analysis, they conclude that the fourth version by Xu is the best, for it corresponds to65
the translation standard of equivalence, shows regular rhythms and demonstrates a perfect rhyming scheme. By66
analyzing the English version of ”The Peacocks Fly Southeast”(the first longest narrative poem in the history of67
Chinese literature) translated by Xu, Huang Liping assert s that Xu’s version of this narrative poem is harmonious68
in sound , symmetrical in form and faithful in meaning, which reproduces the original beauty in meaning, in69
sound , and in form (2018: 108-110). Another Chinese scholar named Wang Chenxin, by analyzing and comparing70
three versions by three scholars of Three Character Classic (a simple reader for children in ancient China, each71
line of which consist s of two three-character phrases or sentences) from the perspective of Xu’s three-beauty72
standard, discovers that Professor Zhao Yanchun’s version ranks the best among the three versions because it is73
in conformity with Xu’s three-beauty criterion. Still, another scholar Prof. Li ??ingming (2014:125-130) makes a74
comparative study of the four versi ons done respectively by two foreign translators and two Chinese translators75
of an ancient well-known poem entitled ”A Tranquil Night” by Li Bai? (701-762 A.D.), the gr eatest r omantic76
poet honor ed as Poet-Immortal in the Tang Dynasty (618-907A.D.). By analyzing the four versi ons in the light77
of the three-beauty standard, Professor Li concludes that though the four versi ons are well done, yet Xu’s version78
is counted the best because it strictly embodies the three-beauty standard. Many other scholars in China, who79
are deeply influenced by Xu’s translation theory and translated works, have proved the aesthetic value, universal80
application, and practical effectiveness of the three-beauty principle.81

Some foreign experts also speak highly of Xu’s translations of classical Chinese literature, esp. poetry. For82
instance, Professor West from California University remarks that the English version of the Classic of poetry83
rendered by Xu is a delight to read (2015:11). An American scholar named Kowallis from Melbourne University84
sets a high value on Xu’s translations of English and American literature, highly praising Xu’s Although so many85
Chinese scholars have written papers confirming and proving Xu’s translation theory and practice, yet most of86
them show a lack of deep analysis and fail to offer detailed explanations. Thus, this paper conducts a specific87
study of the feasibility of Xu’s translation principles, focusing on the effectiveness of Xu’s three-beauty principle88
for translation of p oetry and his findings through his translation of classical literature, esp. classical poems,89
which exert a profound influence on Chinese translators and translation researchers.90

3 II.91

4 XU’S Principle of Creative Translation and that of Excellence92

In the last two decades, linguists agree that language not only expresses meaning but also generates meaning.93
??u (2000) proposes the principle of creative translation in the Introduction to English versions of 300 Immortal94
Poems in the Tang Dynasty . He then points out that the creative translation just means creating new or novel95
expressions to reproduce the original meaning better. E.g., Zhu Shenghao’s versions of Shakespeare’s plays, Fu96
Lei’s versions of Balzac ’s novels and Yang Bi’s translation of Vanity Fair are all representative works which show97
features of creative translation (2003:2).98

Translators may treat the literary translation as the rivalry between two languages or even between two99
cultures which compete to reproduce the original content better. It should be faithful to the original at least, and100
beautiful at best. A literary translator ought to exploit the advantages of the target text, i.e., to make the fullest101
possible use of the best expressions of the target language to make the reader understand , enjoy and delight in102
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the version. A creative translator should do his work as though he were the author of the original in the target103
language (Xu, 2000: 2).? 2104

versions as a peak of English and American literature (ibid.). Still, another foreign scholar states that Xu’s105
theory of excellence proved by him is a theory of new literary translation by destroying the old and establishing106
the new (2003:2).107

The two languages which involve translation have their advantages and disadvantages. Each has its idiomatic108
usage. If the translator can bring into full play the distinguishing features of the target language by using the109
most appropriate expressions to describe the reality portrayed by the original, then the version becomes superi110
or or gets closer to what actually happens or what is true in the source text. That is the ontology of literary111
translators. According to this cognition, the versi on may be better or above the original. That is the theory of112
excellence advocated by Xu. (2012:83).113

Guo Moruo once commented that good translation equals creation and even better than it. Now that we want114
Chinese culture to g o to the world, it is necessary to make the best use of the quintessence of Chinese culture.115
Four-character phrases form a major characteristic of Chinese, just as relative clauses are a particular feature of116
the Western languages.117

What is the best translation? The highest principle for literary translation is that the translator is 1.118
???å°?”(verriere)????????????å ?”?????????????119

5 ?????????å ?”??????????????????120

Then, Xu analyses these two translated sentences. The translator transcribes ”verriere” in the original sentence121
as ”???å°?”” in the first translated sentence, but ”verriere” refers to glass, therefore, it is rendered as ”??” in122
the second versi on, which is equivalent to the original. ”?????” in the first version just gives us the impressi on123
that the buildings in the city are beautiful, but it does not include the great rivers and mountains. In fact, the124
first paragraph of Chapter One describes the most lovely rivers and mountains, asserting that the small city is125
most beautiful. Evidently, the first version mechanically translates the words of the first sentence, but it fails to126
convey the implied meaning, so it cannot be said to be equivalent to the original, while the second is true to the127
original by giving us a vivid picture of the city. If you have been to the border between France and Switzerland,128
you will find that this small city is exquisite. Obviously, the second version brings out the original meaning129
just exactly by utilizing idiomatic expressions in Chinese so that the readers have a good grasp of the original130
sentence, with a good understanding of the city. Also, the first version sound s very unreadable, not smooth at131
all, whereas the second read s very smoothly with ease and grace, for two vivid four-character phrases are used132
in an appropriate way, which brings out an idiomatic characteristic of Chinese. Clearly, the second version is an133
example that shows the translator actively exerts his personal initiative to the fullest degree.134

By putting the principle of creative translation and that of excellence into practice, Xu is able to turn many135
English and French classics into Chinese versions which are quite popular in China. Moreover, guided by the136
principles he himself advocates, Xu has translated numerous famous classical Chinese literature into English and137
French versions which are highly appreciated abroad. Thus, he has made outstanding contributions to cultural138
communications across the world. Now we want to build up an influential Chinese culture. To make it come true,139
it is imperative to not only translate excellent foreign literature into Chinese but also render more out standing140
Chinese literature into foreign languages to enable Chinese literature to merge into world literature so that world141
literature may become more brilliant ??Xu, 2014:12 ).142

Clearly, Xu’s theory of creative translation and that of excellence are closely related to each other. They143
cannot be separated from each other. They promote and complement each other. To my way of thinking, they144
are just translation principles. While doing literary translation, including translation of poetry, a translator145
ought to comply with these two principles so that he or she may become an admirable translator and produce146
excellent translated works.147

6 III. Towards the Feasibility of XU’S Three-Beauty Principle148

Classical Chinese poetry (Hereafter, abbreviated as CCP) is a kind of treasure of Chinese culture, and it represents149
one of the forms of the beauty of Chinese culture. Its form, language and implied meaning are quite different150
from modern Chinese literature. Classical Chinese poems create profound mood s, express the poets’ rich ideas151
and their abundant feelings, and show deep implications of Chinese culture by employing concise language and152
peculiar artistic forms. Considering such features of CCP and many differences between Chinese and Western153
cultures, translation scholars universally acknowledge that CCP is extremely difficult to translate into English or154
other Western languages. In order to let more and more foreigners understand the quintessence of CCP, through155
many years of much practice, Professor Xu proposes (2003) the three-beauty principle for its translation, ”beauty156
in meaning, beauty in sound, and beauty in form.” This principle is considered to be the highest criterion for157
poetry translation. By ”beauty in meaning ,” Xu refers to the faithfulness of the version of a poem. In other158
word s, the version must fully convey the original ideas or meanings and imagery to the target language readers,159
without any mistakes, or the omission or addition of the original content (2006:74). By ”beauty in sound,”160
Professor Xu means that poems are supposed to show tonal patterns and rhyming schemes and that they must161
be smooth to read and pleasant to hear (2006: 76). By ”beauty in form,” Xu means that the translator of a162
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7 ??????

version uses nouns, adjectives, verb s, duty-bound to bring into full play his individual initiative by employing the163
most idiomatic expressions and sentences of the target language that faithfully reproduce the original meaning.164
Xu provides one example from the novel Red and Black. He supplies two versions of the first sentence from165
Chapter One of Red and Black. and phrases to reproduce the same in the original and that the length and166
symmetry of the version had better be similar to that of the original (2006:78). This part attempts to prove Xu’s167
three-beauty principle by analyzing typical examples.168

According to Xu (2015:1), Chinese i s concise, while English is precise. English is a relatively scientific language:169
its form expresses its meaning, its formula being: 1+1=2. Chinese is a comparatively artistic language, and its170
content normally implies more than its form, its formula being: 1+1?2. If we translate a concise Chinese text by171
using precise English, we can often ensure that the version is merely similar in meaning, but we cannot possibly172
convey the original beauty (ibid.).For example, at the end of Juliet and Romeo, we find the following c ouplet:173
For never was a story of more woe, / Than this of Juliet and Romeo.174

These two lines are by no means novel or attractive, except that they are rhymed and rhythmical. Cao Yu, a175
celebrated Chinese writer, translated this couplet as follows:176

1. ???????æ¯?”??????// ????????????????(trans.by ??) Cao Yu added ”???” t o the Chinese version, thus177
making readers feel more sorrowful. The two lines of the English couplet, which are similar in length, assume a178
five-foot iambic meter, but Cao Yu’s translation is irregular in length and meter, and although it achieves ”beauty179
in meaning”, it fails to fulfill ”beauty in sound and in form.” On the contrary, Zhu Shenghao, an outstanding180
translator of Shakespeare, translated the two lines much better: 2. ???????????// ??????å?”?????(trans. by181
?ç?”?? ) Zhu added ” ????” ? ” ???” ?and ” ??” to his version, which ar e implied in the original. Either line182
in the English couplet contains ten syllables, and it is smooth to read and easy to understand; the two lines in183
Chinese each include ten characters. The two lines, both in English and Chinese, are well rhymed and rhythmical.184
Yet the Chinese version is not only smooth to read, but also it sounds more idiomatic and more heartbroken.185
Thus, it is better than the original, though ”Juliet and Romeo” are omitted in the Chinese version, as the readers186
know them in the context. Now Let’s compare three versi ons of another couplet. The Introduction t o the187
English Versions of Yang Zhenyu’s Selected Essays cites two lines of a poem by Du Fu, (2) ?????? 1. A piece of188
literature is meant for the millennium,189

7 ??????190

Its ups and downs are known already in the author’s heart.191
In the original ”??” is hard to translate accurately, for we may interpret it as an essay, a poem, or a literary192

work. In the version, ”??” is rendered as ”a piece of literature”, which is correct, but it does not fit into a poem.193
Du Fu comp osed a large number of poems instead of writing many articles or essays. Therefore, it is suitable194
to treat ”??” as a poem or verse. Similarly, ” ? ? ” can be said to be correctly translated, too. ” ? ” is handled195
in a free manner as ”is meant”. The first sentence is rendered faithfully. ”??” in the next sentence is turned into196
”ups and downs” (referring to the fate of a poem), which i s better than ”gain and loss”. Of course, it is wrong197
to render ”? ? ” into ”an inch of heart”. Here, the translator interprets it as ”the author’s heart”, which is all198
right. Only ”?” is translated through the literal approach.199

It can be seen from the version that liberal translation is more frequently utilized than literal translation and200
that being close to the original meaning is considered more important than being close to the original form,201
which c orresponds to the requirement of ”seeking the truth”. However, observed from the perspective of beauty,202
the version is rather undesirable. Either of the two sentences in the couplet consists of five Chinese characters,203
which correspond s to ”beauty in form”. Also, both lines in it are rhymed, which is in agreement with ”beauty in204
sound”. But the two sentences in the first version are irregular in length, and they are not rhymed at all. In other205
words, they are defective in terms of beauty. That is why Professor Xu re-translates the two-sentence couplet as206
follows in two ways: 2. A poem may long, long remain, // Who knows the poet’s loss and gain (joy and pain)? 3.207
A verse may last a thousand years. // Who knows the poet’s smiles and tears? Version Two and Version Three208
are better than Version One in terms of seeking beauty based on seeking the truth. The two sentences in Version209
Two and Version Three are all well rhymed, and they all contain the same number of syllables—eight syllables210
in each line. It is not difficult to see that Version Two and Version Three both meet the three-beauty principle.211
Yet, comparatively, Version Three is better than Version Two, for the former i s more specific and more vivid. As212
we can see, ”a thousand years” just means a very long time, and ”smiles and tears” are examples of metonymy,213
which symbolize joy and pain. Xu (2000:3) emphasizes that broadly speaking, in poetry translation, when the214
prerequisite of seeking the truth comes true, the ? 3 which go as follows and are translated below: translator215
must do his or her best to convey to the readers the original beauty in meaning, in sound , and in form so that216
the readers may understand and get pleasure from the version. Xu (ibid.) points out that this three-beauty217
principle is also called the ontology of poetry translation and that it is precisely the purpose of poetry translation218
if the readers easily understand and get great pleasure and satisfaction from translated poems. Now we shall219
obser ve a Ci poem by Yang Shen (??). It is named ”Lingj iangxian”, the name of a tune to which the Ci poem is220
composed. Meanwhile, we shall look at Xu’s version of it. The Chinese Ci poem is put on the left side, followed221
by its tonal pattern, and Xu’s version placed on the right, with its metrical pattern under it.222

(3) The Ci Poem and its version By reading aloud this famous Ci poem several times, and with a basic grasp223
of it, we may interpret it as follows:224
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The rolling waves of the Changjiang River flow towards the east, never to return. Here historic times are225
compared to the rolling waves of the Changjiang River. So many heroes in the past ages have disappeared in the226
twinkling of an eye, just like splashing sprays. Why care so much about right and wrong, as well as success and227
failure, which last so short a time? Green mountains ??? Lingjiangxian228

8 ??229

9 Translated by Xu Yuanchong230

10 ????????231

Wave on wave the long river eastward rolls away;???–?? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ??232
??????? Gone are all heroes with its spray on spray.?-??-? ?? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ??233
???????? Success or failure, right or wrong, all turn out vain.?-????- ? ? ? ? ??? ?? ? ?? ?? ? ? ?? ??????234

Only green mountains still remain, —?? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ?? ?????? To see the setting sun’s departing ray . ?235
???? ?? ?? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ?? ? ? ??æ¸?”?????236

The white-haired fisherman sail on the stream with ease, ?-??-??? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ??? ? ? ? ??237

11 ???????238

Accustomed to the autumn moon and vernal breeze.239
?? -?–? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ?? ?? ???????? A pot240
of wine in hand, they talk as they please.241
-????-?? ?? ? ?? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ??242
?????? How many things before and after?–?? ? ? ? ?? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ??243

12 ??????244

All melt into gossip and laughter. (2013:54) -???-?? ? ????? ?? ? ? ? ?? ? 4 ( G )245
Global Journal of Human Social Science still exist; the sun rises in the east and sets in the west every day246

with departing rays. The white-haired fisherman often sails on the river, enjoying the autumn moon and vernal247
breeze. He gets used to the changes of the four seasons, although feeling a bit lonely. On one occasion, the author248
meets his rarely-seen friends; he feels so happy that he drinks rice wine to hi s heart’s content. While drinking249
and laughing happy and gay, they talk about many things, or matters and disputes in the past and those at that250
time, which adds much interest to their gossip and drinking.251

This Chinese Ci poem, which c omprises two stanzas, each of which consist s of five sentences, possesses 60252
Chinese characters. The rhythm and cadence of the Ci poem delights the ear. The rhyming scheme of the253
first stanza is ABBCB, and that of the second stanza is DBBEB. Therefore, the whole Ci poem is perfectly254
rhymed with a strict tone pattern. It is easy and smooth to read , and it is splendid to appreciate. Observing255
the version, we find that it demonstrates such typical metrical feet as the iamb, trochee, anapest, dactyl, and256
spondee, showing regular rhythm with 80 words altogether. At the same time, we find out with ease that the257
first stanza of the version displays the rhyming scheme of AABBA, while the second stanza demonstrates the258
end rhyme of CCCDD. Both the original and the version are highly rhythmical and well rhymed. The version259
conveys the original poem’s beauty in meaning, in sound and in form.260

”??” in the first line of the Ci poem is a reduplicated word, which has no equivalent word in English, referring261
to the powerful rolling waves of the Changjiang River, the longest in China, while ”wave” is repeated as ”Wave on262
wave” in the first line of the version, thus flexibly keeping the original sentence’s beauty in sound and beauty in263
form. The second sentence in the original is translated creatively, its meaning retained in the translated sentence.264
”????” in the third line is handled in the inverted order so as to achieve an iambic foot, thus fulfilling the purpose265
of beauty in sound . The fourth line ”?????” is rendered literally through the method of equivalence. Sometimes,266
beauty in form and beauty in meaning had better go hand in hand if it is possible. ”? ? ?” in the fifth line is267
rendered into ”the setting sun’s departing ray” for two reasons: one is to keep the line rhymed; the other is to268
symbolize the leading character reaching the end of his last days. Patently, this is a case of creative translation.269
The first line in the second stanza of the Ci poem is translated creatively. ” ? ? ?” is rendered into ”sail on the270
stream with ease” to retain the metrical rhythm and the rhyming scheme, which basically corresponds to the271
original meaning. The second line is translated literally, which keeps the original meaning and form. The literal272
or equivalent translation of ” ??????” tells us that heroes like the deposed official work hard until dusk in autumn273
and spring so that they get accustomed to the autumn moon and vernal breeze, and of course, they enjoy such274
beautiful scenes. The third line in the second stanza of the Ci poem is also treated in a creative manner, both275
literally and liberally. ”??” means glutinous rice wine. Here ”glutinous rice” is omitted for rhythm’s sake. And276
for the beauty in sound and in form, ”in hand” is added to the translated sentence. ”???” is also rendered in277
a lively way. We can easily see that the translated line creates a very happy mood and a joyous atmosphere.278
The fourth line ”?????” is likewise handled flexibly, ”??” rendered into ”before and after”, which are put as the279
latter part of the line for the rhyming scheme. The last line is translated vividly, where the predicate verb ”melt”280
is used metaphorically. On the whole, the Ci poem is translated through the creative translation, just as the281
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translator puts it. To render the poem correspond to beauty in sound and beauty in form, the translator utilizes282
such translation techniques as the addition of proper word s like ”Wave on wave”, ”spay on spray”, ”in hand”,283
etc. Meanwhile, the omission of some words occurs where necessary, for example, ”?”, ”??”, and ”?” are all left284
out in the version. Moreover, some phrases are put in the inverted order, for instance ”????”, ”??”, ”??”, and285
”??” are not placed in the original order. Besides, some phrases are handled freely and vividly, such as ”??”,286
”??”, ”???”, and so on. Thi s famous Ci poem is rendered in such a creative manner that its version conforms287
to the three-beauty principle. We admire Xu a great deal , the oldest and greatest translator alive, from the b288
ottom of our heart.289

On the basis of a good understanding of this Ci poem, now we can appreciate the poem. Thi s Ci poem is290
composed by Yang Shen, a deposed official and famous poet in the Ming Dynasty. In the first stanza, the author291
attempts to explore the permanent value through description of the eternal spectacular scenes that the rolling292
river flows eastward continuously, green mountains exist forever, and the sun ri ses in the east and sets in the west293
every day with departing rays. Meanwhile, he reveals his sad and splendid feelings by describing the phenomenon294
that heroes of one generation after another in historic times have all vanished off in the long river of hist ory just295
like splashing sprays. Also, the author find s out the profound philosophical views of human life by p ointing out296
that right and wrong, success and failure, all prove to be transient. The first stanza reflects the poet’s noble and297
pure sentiments and his broad-mindedness. While appreciating the first stanza of this poem, we feel as though298
we were hearing the merciless hi story marching forward, instead of the rolling river flowing eastward; we feel299
as if we were hearing sighs of hi story so that we are trying to look for the everlasting value of life from them.300
The following stanza describes the image of a whitehaired fisherman (referring to the poet himself). Despite the301
terrifying waves and without regard to right or wrong, success or failure, he just focuses hi s full attention and302
interest on the autumn moon and spring breeze. Although he feels a little lonely, yet he is wild with joy when303
some of his friends come from afar. While drinking rice wine and laughing heartily, the author and his friends,304
who seldom meet, talk about the ups and downs as well as transient heroic deeds of the previous dynasties and305
those of the contemporary times, which add interest to their drinking. While drinking and laughing, the poet306
retains a tranquil state of mind without cherishing any worldly desires. By narrating the ups and downs of307
historical times and by recounting right & wrong and success & failure of life as something transient, the poem308
describes the permanent value of history, and especially the poet’s feelings, attitude, and values of human life.309
Moreover, through this Ci poem, the poet shows that he has contempt for worldly affairs and that he no longer310
yearns for fame or wealth, but enjoys a quiet and serene life as a hermit. It s style is vigorous and implicit, as311
well as reserved. This soulstirring poem is pregnant with meaning, reflecting deep philosophical views of human312
life. The tone is passionate, soul-stirring, a little sad, profound, and splendid.313

Xu’s three-beauty principle is widely applicable not only to CE translation but also to EC translation of314
poetry, especially poetry with rhyme and rhythm. Let us look at the following example.315

(4) She Walks in Beauty ????????316
The above lyric poem c onsi sts of three stanzas, each of which is made up of six lines. The rhyming scheme317

goes as follows: ababab; cdcdcd; efefef. Each line has four metrical feet. The whole poem is perfectly rhymed.318
The theme of the poem is quite clear. The poet admires the leading character’s beauty and describes her beauty319
in vivid detail by using lively figurative language. Her aspect and her eyes radiate all that’s best of dark and320
bright, mellowed to tender light. Her nameless grace, which waves in every raven tress, so softly lightens her321
face, where sweet thoughts serenely express how pure and how dear her brains are! Her cheeks and her brow are322
so soft, so calm, and eloquent. The smiles that win and the tints that glow all tell us the good days she spent.323
She has a mind at peace with all below and a heart whose l ove is innocent! Everything about her carries the324
poet away. He is so fascinated by her beyond words. A mind at peace with all below, ????????? A heart whose325
love is innocent! ????????? Now let us ob serve and analyze the versi on of this poem by Byron. Obviously,326
each line consists of eight Chinese characters, and the version is somewhat rhythmical with a rhyming scheme:327
aabacd; effffg; hiijkj. Although the end rhyming scheme is not regular, yet the readers find that the translation328
is comfortable and smooth to read and easy to understand . The translator makes great efforts to reproduce the329
English lyric poem in the Chinese version by using the three-beauty principle as the guideline. On the whole,330
the translated poem is concise. The translator attempts to make the best use of four-character expressions of331
the target This part endeavors to prove the feasibility of Xu’s three-beauty principle for translation of classical332
literature, especially classical poems by analyzing some typical examples. The examples are analyzed in detail,333
mainly from the perspective of Xu’s three-beauty standard and by referring to differences between the two most334
commonly used languages. Sometimes, a comparison is c onducted of a few versi ons of the same original poem.335
Through qualitative analysis, including comparative analysis, this part verifies the effectiveness of Xu’s three-336
beauty standard and demonstrates that it is objective, scientific, and universally applicable. Of course, whenever337
we translate poetry, we must first of all have a g ood understanding of it, then we should strive for creative338
translation and employ excellent expressions of the target language so that our versions may come up to the339
three-beauty standard .340
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14 IV. XU’S Findings through Translation of Classical Litera-342

ture343

Speaking of building world culture, Xu highlights (2015?11) that we must not pay too much attention to the344
culture of just one country. Each culture has its merits and demerits. Different cultures show their particular345
features. To build up world culture, we must realize that Chinese culture is bound to play a significant role. If346
we recall the history of the development of Chinese culture and Western culture, the two cultures developed side347
by side over two thousand years ag o. The West boasted Homer’s two odes, while we had the Classic of Poems348
and the Songs of the South. Over 1000 years ago, we Chinese boasted a well developed culture in the Han and349
Tang Dynasties, whereas the West possessed a religious culture. But only 500 years ag o, did Western culture350
begin to become superior to Chinese culture. At present, we Chinese are working hard to realize ”China Dream,”351
which means we are trying to catch up with the western culture. When the Chinese culture gets rejuvenated, it352
can advance together side by side with Western culture (ibid.). Through the translation of classical literature,353
esp. classical poetry, Xu obtains the following findings.354

(1) Major language differences can be known through literary translation. Xu emphasizes (ibid) that the 21355
st -century world culture is composed of the following three aspects: literature, the humanities, and natural356
sciences. As far as culture is concerned, what after all are the differences between Chinese culture and Western357
culture? The first difference lies in words and characters. Chinese is particular about conciseness, while English358
car es much about accuracy. Laozi remar ked in his the Classic of the Virtue of the TAO, ”é�?”?é�?”???é�?”?” In359
the first sentence, the first ”é�?”” is a noun, while the second ”é�?”” a verb. ”??é�?”” means no ordinary truths.360
The whole sentence is translated by Xu as ”Truth can be known, but it is no ordinary truth.” Xu also emphasizes361
that democracy can be known, too, and that democracy can be implemented in different countries in different362
ways. And so is the truth of governing a country (ibid.). Chinese boast s its threebeauty feature: beauty in363
meaning, beauty in sound, and beauty in form. For instance, ? as a Chinese character is made up of sun(?)and364
moon (?), while in English it is light. Another example, ? as a Chinese character is made up of ? (daughter)365
and ?(son, while in English it just means good. In short, English is precise, while Chinese is concise. Generally366
speaking, Chinese has more word s with multiple meanings (ibid.). To be a good translator, one must be at home367
in the two languages concerned. language, such as ”????? æ??”???, ????? æ??”???? ?æ¯?”??, ?????ç?”??????????368
???????????????????”??the proper use of which renders the translation concise and smooth to read. Besides, in369
order to make the version concise and conform to the three-beauty principle, the translator flexibly employs such370
translation techniques as the omissi on of some word s like prepositions and conjunctions and the adjustment371
of the original order of some phrases and so on. In short, the English lyric poem is translated into standard372
and idiomatic Chinese and the translation process is guided by the threebeauty principle. foreign countries.373
Qian Zhongshu, a prominent scholar who passed away a few years ago and who was Xu’s c ontemporary, once374
remarked that China is proud of her two treasures: one is the Great Wall; the other embraces her brief p oems.375
Similarly, Xu speaks highly of the splendid spiritual quality of the Great Wall, its profound implied meaning being376
defensive instead of being aggressive; Xu al so highly praises China’s classical short poems, which disseminate377
Chinese people’s passionate love of peace. But how should we translate the original content and implied beauty378
of Chinese classic s both faithfully and beautifully? Professor Xu points out that it is practical if we follow379
”fidelity” as the prerequisite of translation, and if we amply exert the appreciation of beauty(ibid.). He adds that380
”Faithfulness means not violating translation rules or principles, while beauty implies that the translator actively381
exerts his personal initiative by utilizing the best expressions in the target language. (4) Ancient Chinese hated382
w ar and loved p eace. About 2500 years ago, there w as a b rief Chinese poem in The Classic of Poetry, which383
goes as follows: ”æ??”????????????????????é�?” ??,?????????? ???å?”??””??” and ”??” in the this poem have no384
equivalents in English. How to tr anslate them? An English translator named Leg ge renders ”??” as ”fresh and385
green”. He does not know that ”??” here means ”????” (reluctant). ”????” is a vivid example of personification,386
which implies that even willows are reluctant to see that the young man has to leave home and go to fight at the387
front, revealing to us that ancients in China hated war and cherished peace. The English tr anslator r enders388
”??”as ”falling in clouds,” which contains no idea of loathing the war. Yannian composed a poem in praise of389
her rare beauty, which can be interpreted to the following effect: When the beauty casts a glance at soldiers, the390
soldiers are so fascinated that they no longer want to guard the town, and they all leave the town in order to391
look at the beauty. When the beauty casts a look at the monarch, the monarch is so carried away by her beauty392
that he would rather lose his crown than the beauty. This ancient poem tells us that Chinese people, including393
emperors, exceptionally love and value beauty above everything else, even above town and crown, for town and394
crown are overshadowed by her beauty. This indirectly reflects Chinese people’s love of peace. In Homer’s odes,395
there are similar lines.396

When soldiers look at Hailee, they feel it is worth much to fight against their enemies for this beauty.397
From this, we can see that people in the east and people in the west react to beauty in different ways (ibid.).398

( ??) Theory must be subordinated to practice.399
Concerning the relationship between translation theory and translation practice, Xu highlights that translation400

practice goes first, while translation theory second. He states that if literary translation theory is not proved401
through much practice, it is useless or devoid of guidance and that empty talk about translation theory is of402
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no value according to his experience of sixty years of translation (2003:1). Chinese and English are the two403
most important languages in the world, for they are used by nearly half of the world population. Undoubtedly,404
translation between Chinese and English is of the greatest importance.405

Through translation of so many literary works, esp.CCP, Xu finds plenty of similarities and differences between406
Chinese culture and Western culture. And through much practice, he concludes that practice goes407

15 Concluding Remarks408

In one of hi s papers, Xu shares with readers three key questions he constantly asks himself while translating409
literary works. The three questions are: (1) Is the version so faithful that it will let the reader know what the410
original says? (2) Is the version so smooth that it will be appealing to the readers? (3) Is the versi on so felicitous411
that the readers will enjoy reading it? Xu explains how the three questions have led him through what he regards412
as the three crucial stages in the mental process of a literary translator ??Xu, 2003:30).413

Xu emphasizes tht to be faithful to the source text does not mean that the translator must follow the expressions414
of the source text slavishly. In literary translation, it is more important to be as beautiful as the original. The415
translator should make the best use of the resources of the target language to express the ideas of the original416
most effectively” (2001:1).417

When we discuss new theories of translation in the new century, it is far from enough i f we just focus on418
faithfulness only. It is owing to his experience in translating scores of famous literary works that Xu advocates419
that during literary translation we should do our utmost to create and utilize the best expressions of the target420
language to reproduce the original meaning most impressively. That is the essence of his translation principles421
(Xu,. 2001:52).422

Xu highlights that translation aims to convey the truth, while poetry focuses on beauty and that translation423
of poetry should pay special attention to beauty based on faithfulness. In other word s, as far as translation424
of poetry is concerned, seeking the truth is the low criterion, whereas seeking beauty i s the high standard.425
Translation of poetry must be not only faithful to the original but also beautiful. It won’t do to be merely426
faithful without being beautiful (ibid.).427

So far, we have discussed and verified Xu’s translation principles, but for lack of space, the analysis of428
typical examples is quite limited. Nevertheless, we have proved the feasibility of Xu’s three-beauty principle429
for translation of classical poetry by analyzing abundant examples. This principle, which is well known to all430
Chinese translators and translation theorists, applies to the translation of all poems with rhythm and rhyme.431

Xu’s principles for literary translation, i.e., the criterion of creative translation & that of excellence and the432
three-beauty principle are closely associated with one another. The former two help to ensure the realization433
of the three-beauty criterion. Without carrying out the former two, or without being guided by them, it is434
impossible to obtain a version with beauty in meaning, in sound, and in form. Also, it is a solid fact that the435
three-beauty principle strikes root in the heart of translation scholars in China, who conscientiously put it into436
translation practice. In fact, Xu’s translation principles all prove to be quite objective, scientific and universally437
applicable, as they are based on his plenty of practice. Guided by these translation principles, we may produce438
excellent translated works. They are very reasonable because Chinese and Western languages differ a great deal439
in many ways. Each has its advantages and particular features.440

16 Notes441

It was a national transitional comprehensive university founded in Changsha in August 1937. It was made up442
of Qinghua University, Beijing University and Nankai University, known as National South-West Associated443
University. During the Anti-Japanese War, it moved to Kunming, where education was relatively safe, and444
where the best university could be protected. It stopped enrolling students on July 31, 1946, after Japanese445
invaders surrendered . Li Bai (701-762 A.D.), a great poet of romanticism in the Tang Dynasty, is honored446
as Poet-Immortal by subsequent generations. He possessed a frank and generous personality. He was fond of447
composing poems while drinking alcohol. And he liked to make friends with ordinary people. His poems, esp. his448
Ci poems b oast a very high status in China. Du Fu (712-770 A.D.), an outstanding poet of realism in the Tang449
Dynasty, is counted just as great as Li Bai. Du Fu composed as many as 1500 poems, which are all well kept450
in a collection. The core of his thoughts was the benevolent government. Hi s poems have exerted a profound451
influence on subsequent generations, who have called him Poet-Saint. A Ci poem demonstrates a strict tonal452
pattern and a perfect rhyming scheme, originating in the Tang Dynasty (618-907A.D.) and well developed in the453
Song Dynasty (960-1279A.D.).454

Lao Zi (571-?), the founder of Tao School, was a prominent thinker, philosopher, literary writer, and historian.455
His thoughts have a deep influence on the development of Chinese philosophy. The? 1 ? 2 ? 3 ? 4 ? 5 ? 6456

George Gordon Byron(1788-1824)was a poet of romanticism. He was born in an aristocratic family and457
graduated from Cambridge University. His representative works are Don Juan and Child Harold’s Pilgrimage.458
”She Walks in Beauty” is a lyric poem composed in 1814. At a dance party ball, Byron met a beautiful woman459
who was the wi fe of an aristocratic man. Byron was so deeply impressed by this young beauty that he created460
this eternal poem.461
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Chinese hated war and loved peace, not willing to
fight.
(5) Heroism in China and that in the West are not quite
the same. Homer’s two odes vividly reflect Western
individual heroism. His heroes lead their men in
charging forward and fighting against their enemies
heroically until they win great victories; nobody can
stop them. However, they are never modest in
getting a generous reward. They want what they
deserve. But heroism in ancient Chinese literature is
somewhat different. Heroes in the Chinese classics
are not eager to be generously rewarded, though
they lead their men charging ahead. Chinese heroes
are not merely heroes, but also very kindhearted,
noble-minded, and selfless men (ibid.).
(6)
Consider ing the whole context,
Professor Xu translates the brief poem as follows:
”When I left here, willows shed tear. / I come back
now, snow bends the bough. / Long long the way.
Hard hard the day. / My grief overflows. Who
knows? Who knows?” (2015:11) Professor Xu
renders the translated poem not only true but also
beautiful. He strictly follows the principle of
faithfulness, vividly presenting a sorrowful scene:
the exhausted soldier is going home slow with tired
steps, with snow falling heavily and bending willows,
feeling hungry and cold. Nobody knows how sad
and bitter and dreary he is! All the lines are perfectly
rhymed, although changes are made in form, which
shows that the translator actively exerts his
imagination and brings his individual initiative to the
fullest degree. No wonder a professor from
California University remarked, ”It is a real delight to
read the versions of the classic of poetry” (2015:11).
The translated poem implies that even ancient

Figure 1:
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